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THE WHITE BROTHERHOOD - CHANNELING
Open your hearts, kindle the crystal within your heart and let Love flow, so that a
great, powerful, wonderful radiating Heart can develop. Then focus Peace in every
cell of your body. For everything being peaceful within you, beloved children of this
Earth, will show itself peacefully also outside, in a visible manner. These energies,
presently being changing and effecting the global consciousness, have been seen
and recognized by the higher spiritual levels since a long time. Very often, beloved
children of this Earth, has been said to you that because of your thinking and acting
'carpets of energy' are produced, which then manifest themselves as Matter. And
we say to you: violence doesn't take place only outwardly. How many struggles
can there be seen within you?! Which amount of violence and judgement are you
ready to direct everyday against yourself?! So start at first within yourself.
We, the White Brotherhood, are present here today to support you, to help you and
to advise you within this next phase which will be influenced by a very strong
aggressive energy. We say to you already today: violence ever will cause violence,
and again we say:
like within so without. So go into your own deep within. Discern yourself and start to
precipitate changes in the midst of your own, which can be occur with peaceable
intent. Feel within you the truth of these words. We didn't come to condemn or to
measure. We only say: wake up! A quantum leap of consciousness has been
planned by the higher spiritual levels, and this very often has been predicted and
explained. This quantum leap is necessary to transform Earth from the third
dimension of attachment to patriarchal patterns and hard energies into a higher
vibration. And what you are shown right now outwardly is, even if dolorous, nothing
but a transformation into a higher level.
The old patriarchal fundamental structures which have influenced you since so
many millennia are near to their collapse. And like everything being near to its
collapse, they once more rear up vehemently. So these fundamentalistic systems,
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currently being in turmoil and again trying vehemently to disseminate and to
harvest violence, are very active at present, and that is nothing but becoming
visible that the patriarchate begins to alter itself. For many people are stricken
deeply in their hearts. Many people are no longer ready to struggle against their
fellow humans, against their neighbors. And only when the hearts are in peace, that
potential of power will not be able to keep its power and force any longer upon
you. So we say to you: your will be challenged in this next time. You will have to
examine yourself this next time. For you will notice how often you will be in
judgement and condemnation. There will happen certain things in your country we
will not discuss in detail right now, which will prompt every individual to clearly give
a personal statement for Peace and Love. For at present, certain potentials of
power will come to surface and will become visible which have been playing their
evil games deeply in the underground. Again
and again we have been saying to you that your are in a period of great changes.
And these changes oftentimes have been threatening for the physical nature of
human being. Connect to each other. Connect yourself with your neighbors.
Connect nationwide and outside the borders of your country with other people on
this Earth, so that the Torch of Peace can be carried across the borders, – so that
the Light of Love and Peace can be seen largely by those who now intend to
found strife.
Beloved children of this Earth: give a clear statement for Love. This is now your time
to act. And this too is one of the reasons why you have incarnated at this time. The
quality of energy on this Earth constantly changes. And all of the different facts
coming to surface and show themselves now are nothing but old structures, old
patterns of belief as well as old, deeply hooded and not being recognized
potentials of aggression, partly even within yourself. Like Master St. Germain already
notified to you, the finetuned vibrating energies coming in to Earth currently,
specifically take aim to the first three chakras of your physical being. The first three
chakras are connected to the archaic, animal part, and this can be seen
outwardly. These are partly the centers of your power which still are not connected
to the heart energy and this way can practice misuse of power. So we now say to
you: this is a time of great adjustment, even within yourself, for all of these old
structures want to be removed from your body so that your lightbody can build up
itself. Every time when the Light is very active, also the opposite pole – the other
side, – we consciously wouldn't like to call it 'evil' or 'negative' – it is simply the
opposite pole of the Light –, attempts to strongly operate against it. For this reason
we are present today to make this comprehensible to you. Every time when the
Light begins to become strongly visible, the forces of the opposite pole attempt to
steer against it. This is nothing but the polarity of the system of Earth within the third
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dimension. Keep observing these things. Don't judge and, we say to you: Don't
nourish fear. For as we said at the beginning of this message, your thoughts and
actions use to construct 'carpets of thoughts'. And when you are going into fear
you are separated from Love. So choose to remain in Love, instead of joining in the
screams of fear being heard now worldwide. Those potentials of aggression, being
effective now, use to play their game with these fears. And this way it has been
already all times before: when the human being is in fear she/he is separated from
God, from her/his own divineness, from her/his own deep knowledge of the true
real things, of the Truth within. When the human beings are in fear they easily can
be manipulated, steered and can be brought where they are wanted to be.
And so, we say to you today: You are highly developed Souls. You are determined
to join in configuring this leap of consciousness. And now you are prompted to
confess clearly to the Love, and not to the fear. All of these things are very
important to be anchored deeply within your consciousness. For only the one who
stays in the Love is able to overcome fear. This physical life, you are living, is very
short, proportional to the life in the realms of Light you will enter when the physical
life has ended. So discern, beloved children of this Earth: you are far more than
what can be seen in this physical body and is incarnated here. Discern your multidimensional consciousness and don't allow any more to be manipulated by the
rulers of the dark, by powers who want to again put the curb of fears on you. Our
call for you today is: Stand for the Light, stand for the Love, stand for the
consciousness. And connect with all of the other human beings on this Earth who
want to create this intent as well. Don't let be drawn yourself to escalating energies.
Stay calm and relaxed this next time. Don't pay too much attention to the massmedia. For also they use your fear to become effective. Go further in your life,
keeping calm and with peaceful intent, for you are peaceful 'Warriors of Light' on
this Earth. The 'Peaceful Warrior' does not kill – he knows the reason why he is here
and what he is fighting for. He is fighting for The Peace, for The Love and for The
Light.
This was 'The White Brotherhood', beloved children of this Earth. We thank you, and
we bless you. The energy of Christ is here – and it will touch your deepest Within.
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